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Abstract. The role of gravity wave forcing in the zonal mean circulation of the stratosphere is
discussed. Starting from some very simple assumptions about the momentum flux spectrum of
nonstationary (non-zero phase speed) waves at forcing levels in the troposphere, a linear model
is used to calculate wave propagation through climatological zonal mean winds at solstice
seasons. As the wave amplitudes exceed their stable limits, a saturation criterion is imposed to
account for nonlinear wave breakdown effects, and the resulting vertical gradient in the wave
momentum flux is then used to estimate the mean flow forcing per unit mass. Evidence from
global, assimilated data sets are used to constrain these forcing estimates. The results suggest
the gravity-wave-driven force is accelerative (has the same sign as the mean wind) throughout
most of the stratosphere above 20 km. The sense of the gravity wave forcing in the stratosphere
is thus opposite to that in the mesosphere, where gravity wave drag is widely believed to play a
principal role in decelerating the mesospheric jets. The forcing estimates are further compared
to existing gravity wave parameterizations for the same climatological zonal mean conditions.
Substantial disagreement is evident in the stratosphere, and we discuss the reasons for the
disagreement. The results suggest limits on typical gravity wave amplitudes near source levels
in the troposphere at solstice seasons. The gravity wave forcing in the stratosphere appears to
have a substantial effect on lower stratospheric temperatures during southern hemisphere
summer and thus may be relevant to climate.
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1. Introduction
Gravity wave forcing plays an important role in determining
the circulation and temperature structure of the mesosphere.
Leovy [1964] established the existence of a missing zonal force in
the mesosphere that drives this region of the atmosphere far from
the radiative equilibrium solution to the temperature and wind
structure. He parameterized this force as Rayleigh friction, which
slowed the zonal winds and drove a meridional circulation whose
associated diabatic effects cause the unseasonal cold summer
pole and warm winter pole at the mesopause. The development
of a parameterization for gravity wave forcing by Lindzen [1981 ]
and its adaptation by Holton [1982, 1983] demonstrated that
gravity wave breaking could supply this missing force in the
mesosphere.
Subsequent studies have confirmed and expanded the potential
role of gravity wave effects on the middle atmosphere. The
turbulent mixing associated with gravity wave breaking has
been shown to affect the composition of the mesosphere and
lower thermosphere [Garcia and Solomon, 1985]. Gravity wave
forcing is an important component in driving the equatorial semi-
annual oscillation at the mesopause [Dunkerton, 1982; Hamilton
and Mahlman, 1988; Jackson and Gray, 1994]. Mesospheric
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gravity wave drag can affect the state of the polar winter upper
stratosphere [Hitchman et aL, 1989; Garcia and Boville, 1994],
consistent with the downward control principle [Haynes et al.,
1991]. The filtering of gravity waves during sudden stratospheric
warmings is believed to be responsible for the associated meso-
spheric coolings [Holton, 1983; Huang and Smith, 1995].
Orographically excited gravity wave drag in the lower strato-
sphere is believed to be important to general circulation of
the troposphere and lower stratosphere [Palmer et al., 1986;
McFarlane, 1987; Bacmeister, 1993].
In the extratropical mesosphere, the zonal mean gravity wave
force must be decelerative in order to explain the observed latitu-
dinal temperature gradient and zonal winds at solstice seasons.
By using the term "decelerative," we mean the sign of the force is
opposite to the zonal mean wind. The magnitude of this gravity-
wave-driven force has been inferred to peak at -100 m s-1 d-I
[e.g., Holton, 1983; Fritts and Vincent, 1987; Fritts and Yuan,
1989]. Middle-atmosphere models employing the Lindzen [1981]
parameterization with nonstationary (non-zero phase speed)
gravity waves often produce a gravity-wave-driven decelerative
force that extends deeply into the stratosphere as well, although
in the stratosphere, the magnitude of the force is weak compared
with the mesosphere [e.g., Garcia and Solomon, 1985; Brasseur
et al., 1990]. Observational evidence, however, has poorly
constrained the gravity-wave-induced force in the middle and
upper stratosphere. Both its magnitude and sign are uncertain. In
winter seasons, planetary-scale wave forcing dominates the
momentum budget in the stratosphere. Rosenlof [1996], how-
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ever.suggestsgravitywaveforcingmaybeimportanti deter-
mininglowerstratospherictemperaturesduringthesummer
seasons.Herresultsemployedthedownwardcontrolprinciple
[Hayneset al., 1991] to suggest a downward mass flux in the
lower stratosphere due to small-scale wave forcing in the extra-
tropical summer hemisphere. This downward summer flux is
consistent with an accelerative small-scale zonal force (the force
has the same sign as the zonal wind) in the middle and upper
stratosphere. This is a westward force in the summer strato-
sphere, opposite to the sense of the mesospheric gravity wave
force and opposite to the sense of the stratospheric gravity wave
force in the models described above.
In this work, we demonstrate the potential role of non-
stationary gravity waves in providing this extratropical acceler-
ative zonal force in the middle and upper stratosphere. A linear
ray-tracing model with saturation, previously described by
Alexander [1996], is employed to estimate the zonal gravity-
wave-induced force from a broad spectrum of waves originating
in the troposphere. The constraining evidence in the mesosphere
coupled to Rosenlof's [1996] constraints at lower levels are
together shown to have implications for the amplitudes of gravity
waves at source levels in the troposphere. The total momentum
flux carried by a given source spectrum of waves is also con-
strained by this method, although the uncertainties in the spectral
shape still allow a wide range of possible flux values.
2. Observational Constraints
Using global measurements of temperature, wind, and
chemical constituents, an estimate can be made of the zonal mean
zonal forcing associated with unresolved waves in the strato-
sphere. This is done by first estimating the residual or diabatic
circulation (g*, _*) from the transformed Eulerian mean
equations [Andrews et al., 1987, pp. 128-129]. An iterative
solution of the thermodynamic energy and continuity equations is
obtained with heating rates determined from a radiative transfer
model as described by Rosenlof [1995]. The solution for
(g*, _*) and the wind derivatives estimated from the global
measurements can then be used to evaluate the right-hand side of
the zonally averaged momentum equation,
--_+v [acosO (Kcosq_) - f + w --oaz
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which will give the total zonal momentum force consisting
of contributions from both the Eliassen-Palm (EP) flux diver-
gence V ° F [see Edmon et al., 1980] and any unresolved zonal
forces _'. All other symbols follow the definitions given by
Andrews et al. [1987]. This method was used by Shine [1989] to
estimate total momentum forcing in the upper stratosphere and
mesosphere. In that paper, he also discusses uncertainties with
the resultant estimate. Subtracting the resolved forcing
p0acos_
v • F (2)
from the total zonal momentum forcing gives an estimate for the
forcing attributable to the unresolved waves. Similar attempts to
infer the small-scale forcing are made by Hartmann [1976],
Hamilton [1983], and Smith and Lyjak [1985]. These authors
each focused on a single hemisphere and season: southern winter,
northern winter, and late northern fall-winter, respectively.
For this study, the total zonal momentum forcing was
estimated from a heating rate calculation [Rosenlof, 1995]
which uses Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite (UARS) consti-
tuents and temperatures as input. The momentum forcing due to
resolvable scales was estimated from the National Meteorological
Center (NMC) stratospheric analysis and from the United
Kingdom Meteorological Office (UKMO) assimilated data. The
NMC estimate includes contributions due to scales up to zonal
wavenumber 12. The UKMO encompasses scales up to zonal
wavenumber 48. The total zonal forcings derived by this method
for January and July were shown in Rosenlof [1995]. December
and June maps are similar to January and July, respectively, but
with a more uniform westward forcing in the summer hemi-
spheres. The necessity of a modest westward force in the
summer stratosphere is apparent in models which relax to radia-
tive equilibrium poleward of the subtropics [Dunkerton, 1989,
1996]. Without this westward body force, tropospheric jets
close at unrealistically high altitude (T. Dunkerton, personal
communication, 1996).
The unresolved portion of the forcing, shown in Figures 1a-1 d,
represents the zonal mean zonal forcing due to synoptic-scale
and gravity waves. Significant differences between NMC and
UKMO occur in the winter hemispheres, where lots of latitudinal
structure appears. Some of these differences could be due to
differences in their resolution. In the summer hemispheres, how-
ever, the NMC and UKMO estimates are very similar and also do
not vary much from year to year (not shown). It is difficult to
estimate the uncertainty in these maps, though the EP-flux
divergence is likely to be the most uncertain portion of the
calculation, and it is in the winter seasons that this term is largest.
Equatorial latitudes are omitted because the balance equations
used to derive the NMC winds tend to diverge there [Randel,
1992]. (The UKMO assimilation does not suffer this problem;
however, the minimal amount of data that actually goes into the
data assimilation in the tropics likely results in poor estimates
there, and our focus here is on the extratropical latitudes where
Rosenlof's [1996] analysis applies.) In summer seasons, the
unresolved component of the wave-driven forcing (like the
total forcing) is westward and represents a significant fraction
of the total. Rosenlof [1996] suggests that small-scale, wave-
driven forces affect a significant 2.5-5°K temperature asym-
metry between the southern and northern hemisphere lower
stratospheres by enhancing the downward mass flux and that
this temperature difference is observed in Microwave Sounding
Unit [Spencer et al., 1990] data. The unresolved forcing repre-
sents the majority of the total forcing at midlatitudes above
-30-40 hPa, while resolved waves play a more significant role in
the stratosphere below that level. We now examine the potential
role of nonstationary gravity waves in supplying this small-scale
forcing.
3. Gravity Wave Forcing Estimates
Nonstationary gravity wave sources are still poorly described
by the observational evidence. Likely sources include convection
and weather fronts in the troposphere and regions of shear insta-
bility in the jet stream. Here we make the simplest possible
assumption that these sources are uniformly distributed in latitude
with a broad spectrum of frequencies and phase speeds and with
the same fractional coverages in space and time at each latitude.
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Figure 1. Small-scale forcing computed as the residual difference between the "total" and "resolved" forcing
estimates. The total forcing is an estimate of the sum of both terms on the right-hand side of (1) (see text). The
resolved forcing is the divergence of the Eliassen-Palm flux associated with resolved eddies in the National
Meteorological Center data for (a) December and (b) June and United Kingdom Meteorological Office data for
(c) December and (d) June. Contours are 0, 0.5, 1, 2, and 4 m s-1 d -1 and as marked. Dashed contours represent
negative numbers. Residuals from both solstice seasons are shown. These are 2-year averages (1992-1993).
Individual years look very similar during summer seasons. Consistent negative values in summer represent a small-
scale accelerative force throughout most of the stratosphere.
These assumptions then isolate the effects of latitude/height
variations in the zonal mean wind and stability on the gravity
wave forcing estimates. Two existing gravity wave parameteri-
zations will be compared to a more complex calculation using a
linear model that realistically accounts for the physics of linear
gravity wave propagation and treats the nonlinear effects of wave
breaking with a saturation condition. This model is similar to the
Lindzen [1981] parameterization, but it makes fewer simplifying
assumptions.
3.1. Linear Gravity Wave Model With Saturation (A96)
We first apply the ray-tracing model described by Alexander
[1996] to estimate the zonal mean gravity wave force. This
model assumes linear propagation of a discrete gravity wave
source spectrum and includes a discrete saturation condition
applied When a given gravity wave's amplitude exceeds convec-
tive instability limits. The model is nonhydrostatic and has
been modified here to include the effects of rotation in the
gravity wave polarization and dispersion relations. Wave reflec-
tion can also occur when the wave is Doppler shifted to high
intrinsic frequencies larger than the cutoff frequency. The
cutoff frequency, assumed by Alexander [1996] to be the local
buoyancy frequency N, has here been modified to include the
density-scale height term as discussed by Marks and Eckermann
[1995]. The new cutoff frequency tends to predict more wave
reflection. It has little effect on the stratosphere but leads to
decreases in the gravity-wave-driven forcing estimates in the
mesosphere in the present calculations by up to 20%. These
changes to the Alexander [1996] (hereinafter referred to as A96)
model let us examine a broader spectrum of waves than those
associated with the convective Source in that earlier work.
A gravity wave source spectrum must be specified. For each
element of the spectrum the propagation properties of the wave
must be specified (here we use intrinsic frequency and horizontal
wavenumber), as well as the amplitude at the source altitude.
The fractional coverage of each spectral element in longitude
and time are additional variables. Alexander [1996] derived these
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from a wavelet analysis of a specific convective source. In
applications of the Lindzen [1981] parameterization, by other
researchers, these fractional converages were reduced to a single
efficiency factor applied uniformly across the wave spectrum.
Here we adopt the latter method because properties of gravity
wave sources around the world are still poorly defined. The
magnitude of the efficiency factor is constrained in this model
by the midlatitude mesosphere gravity wave forcing, which is
used as a Calibration point for the zonal gravity wave force. The
peak forcing in the upper mesosphere is here set to between 100
and 200 m s-I d-1 in both hemispheres. This magnitude has been
shown by previous authors to be sufficient to drive the residual
meridional circulation and give the observed latitudinal tempera-
ture gradient in the upper mesosphere as described in the intro-
duction. For a given gravity wave source spectrum, the model is
first run using the CIRA reference atmosphere [Fleming et al.,
1990] to specify background wind U" and temperature T fields.
These results set the value of the efficiency factor. The more
realistic stratosphere U" and T from the NMC analysis are
subsequently used to derive the gravity-wave-driven force in the
stratosphere using the same efficiency factor.
A variety of source spectra were examined to gauge the
sensitivity of the model results to source characteristics. For the
first series of calculations, it is assumed that each member of the
gravity wave spectrum carries the same momentum flux. A flat
momentum flux spectrum as a function of intrinsic frequency is
observed in simulations of gravity waves above deep convection
such as that of Alexander et al. [1995]. A spectrum with 60
discrete waves, isotropic in the east/west direction, was chosen
with intrinsic periods ranging from 7 min to 4 hours, horizontal
wavelengths from 6.25 to 800 km, intrinsic phase speeds between
+70 and -70 m s -1 and vertical wavelengths from 1 to 25 km.
The total momentum flux in the source spectrum is +_2.7 x 10 -3
kg m -1 s-2 (including an efficiency factor of 3.0 × 10 -4 ). With
this source specified in the middle troposphere at 6 km, vertical
velocity amplitudes are all _<1 m s -I at the source level.
The mesosphere results for June are shown in Figure 2.
A seasonal asymmetry in the magnitude of the drag force in the
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Figure 2. Gravity wave forcing for June (m s-1 d-1) in the
mesosphere using the linear model with saturation, the Alexander
[1996] (A96) model described in the text. Background winds and
temperatures were specified from June CIRA. The magnitude of
the forcing at these altitudes is used to calibrate the efficiency
factor in these calculations. The December solstice case (not
shown) looks similar with the latitude axis reversed.
mesophere is a common feature of these model calculations.
Summertime drag is generally a factor of 2 larger than winter,
despite the absence of seasonal asymmetries in the assumed
sources. A seasonal asymmetry of this magnitude is also sug-
gested by observations [Fritts and Vincent, 1987; Fritts and
Yuan, 1989].
More complex spectra with up to 9000 spectral elements were
also tested and gave very similar results if a smaller efficiency
factor is chosen. Source altitudes at 0 and 15 km were-also
tested. Wave amplitudes must then be adjusted to account for
the change in density with source height, and the results in the
lowermost stratosphere can be affected, but above -25 km,
these different source heights do not greatly affect the results.
Whether the spectrum is specified to be isotropic in ground-
relative frequency or intrinsic frequency results in more or less
summer/winter asymmetry in the mesosphere forcing and can
again affect the lowermost stratosphere, but this is relatively
unimportant to the results in the middle and upper stratosphere.
Characterization of gravity wave spectral properties for non-
stationary sources is currently an area of active research, and
developments in this area can be incorporated into the present
model in future work.
The choice of a white (fiat) momentum flux spectrum might at
first seem odd, but we note that such a spectrum will still be
decidedly red (emphasizing the lower frequencies) in zonal
velocity or temperature variance. It should also be noted that
observations do not as yet directly constrain the momentum flux
spectrum at source levels. Bergman and Salby [1994] infer a
momentum flux spectrum o<: (.o-1,4 for long-period, inertia-
gravity waves by using global cloud variability as a proxy for
convective wave sources. Some effects of spectra like these that
emphasize the lower frequencies will be discussed at the end of
this section.
For the purpose of comparison to the constraining evidence in
the stratosphere (Figure 1), we use NMC derived winds shown in
Figure 3. These are 4-year averages and appear quite similar to
the CIRA stratospheric winds in the extratropics. The
stratospheric results for both June and December are shown in
Figures 4a and 4b. The summer hemisphere results are broadly
similar to the residual forcing estimates in Figure 1. Specifically,
the pressure level where the forcing changes sign is near 1 hPa
near the stratopause. The source amplitude was chosen to select
this pressure level. Magnitudes peak at 0.5 m s-1 d-1 near
45-50 km but are much smaller than the observationally derived
results (Figure 1) in the lower stratosphere. Downward mass
fluxes integrated over the summer extratropics on the 75-hPa
surface are given in the first column of Table 1 (labeled A96a),
These fluxes are estimated with the downward control principle
using only this gravity wave component of the zonal force.
Downward fluxes of magnitude 1 × 109 kg s-1 (along with the
associated adiabatic warming) are required to explain the
southern summer temperatures in the lower stratosphere reported
by Rosenlof [1996].
The results in Figure 4 are sensitive to the amplitudes of the
waves at the source level. To demonstrate this, the spectral
amplitudes were uniformly multiplied by factors of 10 and 100,
and the results with June winds are shown in Figures 5a and 5b,
respectively. Efficiency factors for these cases are 2 × 10 -4
and 1.8 × 10-4, respectively. As the source amplitudes increase,
the influence of the mesospheric drag gradually descends into
the stratosphere, until in Figure 5b, the sense of the gravity
wave forcing is actually reversed from that in Figure 4b above
20 km. Integrated momentum fluxes for Figures 5a and 5b are
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The force is now 0.5-1 m s -1 d-1 over most of the summer strato-
sphere. The downward mass fluxes associated with Figure 6 are
given in the second column of Table 1 (labeled A96b). These are
4-5 times larger than the fluxes in the A96acolumn because
the force magnitude is much larger in the lower stratosphere in
Figure 6 than in Figure 4. The asymmetry in the fluxes between
northern and southern summer is also enhanced, more in line
with the temperature asymmetries observed by Rosenlof [1996].
Although the results in Figure 6 agree much better with the
observations in Figure 1, it is premature to conclUde that the
gravity wave phase speed spectrum peaks at +20 m s-1 or that
the gravity wave momentum flux is some particular value. The
maps in Figure 1 are still rather uncertain and do not really
warrant detailed tuning of the gravity wave parameters in this
model to match them. Instead, Figure 6 is intended to demon-
strate the range of allowed forcing distributions using the A96
model and isotropic, globally uniform gravity wave sources.
0
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LATITUDE (BEG)
Figure 3. Stratospheric (a) December and (b) June zonal winds
from a 1991-1994 average of NMC data. These 4-year averaged
data are used to specify the background state for the gravity wave
forcing estimates in Figures 4 through 7.
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+18.0 x 10 -3 and +162 x 10 -3 kg m -] s -2, respectively. The
source flux must increase to give the same force in the
mesosphere because a larger fraction of the flux is deposited in
the stratosphere. The magnitude of the stratospheric force does
not increase proportionately because as amplitudes increase,
waves of both positive and negative intrinsic phase speed are
breaking in the stratosphere, canceling each other's effect to large
degree.
Changes to the shape of the source spectrum can also lead
to changes in momentum flux deposition with altitude. When
the spectrum is very red in frequency or phase speed, the low-
frequency waves break in the lower stratosphere, giving larger
forcing there than in Figure 4. The high-frequency waves in this
case do not break until much higher altitudes. The result (not
shown) is a forcing distribution more similar to Figure 5b, but
with weaker forcing in the middle stratosphere.
To obtain a forcing distribution that more resembles the
observations (Figure 1), a momentum flux spectrum that peaks
at intrinsic phase speeds of +20 m s-I was selected. This shape
is similar to the momentum flux spectrum of gravity waves
forced by the tropical squall line simulations in Alexander and
Holton [1996]. The integrated momentum flux in the source
spectrum for this case is +15.5 x 10 -3 kg m-I s -:z, and vertical
velocity amplitudes are all <2 m s-1 at the source. Figures 6a
and 6b show the results for December and June. respectively.
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Figure 4. Gravity wave forcing estimates for (a) December and
(b) June from the A96 model using simple assumptions about
the nonstationary gravity wave source spectrum applied uni-
formly at all latitudes: The gravity wave momentum flux is
constant for each wave in the spectrum. Semilog contours are
chosen as follows: 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1. and 5 m s -1 d-L Dashed
contours represent negative values. The forcing distributions in
the summer seasons are similar to those in the small-scale
residual maps in Figure 1. The negative summer forcing above
~20 km in the stratosphere represents an accelerative force that
drives a downward component of the mass flux in the summer
lower stratosphere (Table 1, A96a).
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Table 1. Gravity Wave Component of the Summer Downward
Mass Flux at 75 hPa Poleward of 35 °
Summer Downward Flux, 108kg s-1
Hemisphere A96a A96b FL93 L81
Northern + 5.0 +20.0 -9.8 -5.6
Southern + 6.1 +28.6 -12.1 -1.8
A96 refers to Alexander [1996], with A96a derived from the
forcing distributions in Figure 4 and A96b from those in Figure 6.
FL93 is Fritts and Lu [1993]. L81 is based on Lindzen [1981].
Anisotropies and geographical and seasonal variations in gravity
wave source properties have not been tested here but could
further expand the range of attainable forcing distributions in the
stratosphere.
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3.2. Fritts and Lu [1993] Parameterization (FL93)
Fritts and Lu [1993] (hereinafter referred to as FL93) describe
a spectral parameterization of gravity wave forcing based on the
theory of gravity wave saturation and constrained by empirical
spectral properties of waves in th6:flaiddle and upper atmosphere.
The results of this parameterization with the same NMC back-
round state for June and December are shown in Figures 7a and
7b, respectively. The nominal parameters described by Fritts
and Lu [1993] have been used here (c. i = +5 m s-1, a = 0.2,
E 0 o_ exp[z/(2.3H)]) where c. i are the characteristic source level
phase speeds, _ is the anisotropy factor, and E0 the total wave
energy profile). The sense of the force in the summer extra-
tropics is nearly the reverse of that in Figures 4 and 6 and of the
summer hemispheres in the observations (Figure 1). The extra-
tropical downward mass flux in the summer hemispheres for
these forcing estimates is listed in the third column of Table 1
(labeled FL93). As expected, the flux is opposite in sign to the
A96 calculations. Instead, the stratospheric drag from FL93 looks
very similar to the large-amplitude calculation in Figure 5b, but
with smaller magnitude.
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Figure 5. Gravity wave forcing estimates from the A96 model
Using amplified versions of the source spectrum used to derive
Figure 4b (June case). Contours are the same as in Figure 4. The
source amplification factors are (a) 10 and (b) 100. Efficiency
factors were simultaneously reduced (see text). The 100x case
produces a gravity wave force opposite in sign to that in Figure 4
at extratropical latitudes.
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Figure 6. Gravity wave forcing estimates for (a) December and
(b) June from the A96 model using an isotropic momentum flux
source spectrum that peaks at + 20 m s"1 phase speed, contours
are the same as in Figure 4. This choice of source spectrum gives
a forcing distribution more similar in magnitude to the
observationally derived estimates in Figure 1. The corresponding
downward mass flux estimates are given in Table 1 (A96b).
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Figure 7. Gravity wave forcing estimates for (a) December and
(b) June from the Fritts and Lu [1993] parameterization.
Contours are the same as in Figure 4. The sign of the forcing in
the extratropics is reversed from that in Figures 4 and 6. This
component of the forcing would generate mass fluxes in the
lower stratosphere opposite in sign to the A96 model (Table 1,
FL93).
Changing the characteristic phase speed at the source level c.
to much smaller values serves to decrease the magnitude of the
gravity wave forcing but has no effect on the patterns of the
force distribution or its sign. The value of _, the anisotropy limit
in FL93, likewise has no effect. Smaller-energy growth-scale
heights, less than 2.3H, do have some effect, although too small
to reproduce distributions more like those in Figures 1, 4, and 6.
The disagreement is likely related to the assumed separability
and shape of the gravity wave spectrum in the parameterization.
Both eastward and westward propagating components of the
spectrum are assumed to have the same empirically based
"saturated" shape (described by the Desaubies spectrum). Rela-
tive energies in the east/west components are dependent only on
the mean wind shear. This fixes the phase relationship between
the gravity wave driven force profile and the mean wind (for a
given set of background conditions).
In the A96 model, on the other hand (and in the Lindzen
parameterization), the phase relationship between the force and
the mean wind varies with the wave source amplitudes. The
descent of the mesospheric drag with increasing source strength
shown in Figure 5 can be understood as a progressive increase
in the vertical distance between wave breaking and critical
levels as a function of altitude. Waves break close to their critical
levels in the lower stratosphere and break progressively farther
below them as the spectrum progresses into the mesosphere.
Critical level filtering of the wave spectrum also plays a role;
however, if that were the only process at work, the phase
relationship (in z) between the wind and the gravity wave force
would be fixed, not dependent on the wave amplitudes as
observed here.
The effect is illustrated in Figure 8a. The solid line shows the
mean wind profile at 47°S latitude in December. This line can
also be thought of as representing a plot of wave phase speed
versus critical level altitude. For spectral source amplitudes such
as those used in Figure 4, the waves do not break until fairly
close to their critical levels in the stratosphere (dotted line). The
spectrum is not separable as assumed by Fritts and Lu [1993].
Instead, only the low intrinsic frequency waves are saturated.
Conversely, using a source spectrum with 100x larger ampli-
tudes (as in Figure 5b), most of the waves break in the lower
stratosphere (dashed line) so that most of the spectrum is now
saturated throughout the stratosphere and looks more like the
spectrum assumed in the parameterization.
The only partly saturated phase speed spectrum for the low-
amplitude case (dotted line in Figure 8a) is not separable, yet still
appears saturated when viewed as a spectrum versus vertical
wavenumber only. Figure 8b shows the one-dimensional power
spectrum of the horizontal velocity versus vertical wavenumber
m for the low-amplitude case in the altitude region between
30 and 40 km. (Note that an analogous, but higher-resolution
source spectrum with 900 spectral elements was necessary to
produce Figure 8b.) The dashed line in Figure 8b shows the
theoretical saturated spectrum N2/(7.5 m 3) [Fritts and VanZandt,
1993]. The vertical wavenumber spectrum appears saturated
because the largest-amplitude waves are saturated and dominate
the spectrum. However, only the low intrinsic frequency waves
are saturated at these altitudes, so the two-dimensional (o9, m)
spectrum would not appear saturated at all frequencies, and the
spectrum is not separable.
The empirical evidence on which the Fritts and Lu [1993]
parameterization is based is sorely lacking in the middle and
upper stratosphere. This region is nearly transparent to tradi-
tional radar techniques and out of reach of routine radiosonde
observations, so no description of the climatology of gravity
waves at these altitudes had been available. Recently,
Eckermann et aL [1995] describe an analysis of long-term rocket
soundings covering this altitude region, and the VHF radar
[Maekawa et al., 1993] and satellite observations [Wu and
Waters, 1996] show promise for constraining a climatology of
gravity wave variance in the upper stratosphere. The constraints
on the gravity-wave driven force developed here and by Rosenlof
[1996] are the first, to our knowledge, applicable to the middle
and upper stratosphere extratropics during the important summer
seasons and should serve as a guide in future parameterization
implementation and development.
3.3. Lindzen [1981] Parameterization
Figure 9 shows the gravity wave forcing resulting from the
Lindzen [1981] parameterization, with the modifications
suggested by Holton [1982] and the same input spectrum
described for Figure 4. An efficiency factor of 10-4 was applied
to calibrate the mesospheric forcing as described in section 3.1.
The stratospheric gravity wave forcing distributions in Figure 9
• _ i _ ,
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Figure 8. (a) Zonal mean wind profile (solid line) at 47°S latitude
and profiles of breaking level Z 8 as a function of phase speed c
for two different source spectrum amplitudes. The dotted line
shows ZB(c) for the nominal spectrum used to produce Figure 4b.
The dashed line shows ZB(c) for the high-amplitude case, with
amplitudes 100 times larger, the source spectrum used to produce
Figure 5b. These breaking levels represent an average over all
frequency/horizontal wavenumber pairs with phase speed c.
(b) Power spectrum of horizontal velocity perturbations versus
vertical wavenumber (solid line) for the low amplitude source
spectrum case in Figure 8a. The spectrum represents an average
over alitudes of 30-40 km. The dashed line shows the theoretical
saturated spectrum (see text).
are intermediate between the A96 model results in Figure 4 and
the Fritts and Lu [1993] parameterization (Figure 7).
The breaking levels in the Lindzen [1981] scheme are lower
(for a given wave mode) than the A96 model, primarily because
of the hydrostatic approximation made in Lindzen's model.
Lindzen's model also does not treat wave reflection. Another
difference arises above the breaking level in cases where the
vertical shear of the zonal wind changes sign, as it does above the
tropospheric jets. Lindzenis [1981] scheme assumes the local
wave-plus-mean lapse rate remains adiabatic between the
breaking and critical level. This leads to a much greater gravity
wave forcing than the A96 model, which includes the amplitude-
reducing effect of the background shear in these cases. Lindzen's
[1981] original parameterization can actually violate conservation
of energy if the shear reversal is strong in order to maintain this
adiabatic lapse rate. In these cases, an unphysical negative eddy
diffusion coefficient would be predicted. Forbes et al. [1991]
noticed this in their study of gravity wave interactions with the
tides, adding a condition to turn off the gravity wave forcing in
these regions. McFarlane's [1987] scheme for stationary waves
includes a condition on the background shear that also avoids
such nonphysical results. In many applications of the Lindzen
[1981] scheme, no such condition is specified, so it is unclear
how such situations were treated [e.g., Miyahara and Forbes,
1991, Brasseur et at., 1990; Huang and Smith, 1995].
The extratropical downward mass fluxes at the 75-hPa level
associated with these forcing estimates are given in the fourth
column of Table 1 (labeled L81). The mass fluxes are inter-
mediate between the A96a and FL93 results as might be expected
from the forcing distributions. These flux estimates are sensitive
to the forcing distribution above 75 hPa. The results of Lindzen's
[1981] parameterization can be made to look more like the A96
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Figure 9. Gravity wave forcing estimates for (a) December and
(b) June from the Lindzen [1981] parameterization. Contours are
the same as in Figure 4. These are intermediate between the A96
(Figure 4) and Fritts and Lu [1993] (Figure 7) results. Lower
stratospheric mass fluxes associated with these forcing estimates
(Table 1, L81) are also intermediate in value.
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modelif smallersourceamplitudesandlowerintegratedmomen-
tumfluxesarespecifiedtocompensateforthelowerbreaking
levelpredictionsandlackofwavereflection.
4. Discussion and Summary
Zonal mean summertime temperatures in the southern hemi-
sphere lower stratosphere are much warmer than would be
expected from an analysis using the radiative forcing and large-
scale momentum sources only [Rosenlof, 1996]. A small-scale
forcing is implied (due to waves not resolved in the NMC and
UKMO data) that is an accelerative force throughout most of
the summertime stratosphere between the 100- and 1-hPa levels
(Figure 1). This is a westward force in the summer seasons. The
small-scale forcing affects a summertime lower stratosphere tem-
perature asymmetry between southern and northern hemispheres
of 2.5-5 ° K [Rosenlof, 1996] and thus may be relevant to climate.
This small-scale accelerative force can be explained via non-
stationary gravity wave interactions with the zonal mean wind if
the wave amplitudes are such that the waves break at altitudes
closer to their critical levels than has been assumed in many
previous applications of the Lindzen [1981] parameterization.
Many previous model applications of stratospheric gravity wave
forcing have applied a decelerative zonal force throughout most
of the extratropical middle and upper stratosphere, although such
studies generally focused more on the mesosphere. Both station-
ary gravity wave drag and Rayleigh friction parameterizations
produce decelerative zonal forces by definition.
It is widely accepted that gravity waves dominate the forcing
in the mesosphere. There the zonal force opposes the zonal wind
and drives a meridional circulation that warms the winter
extratropics and cools in summer. In the middle and upper
stratosphere, nonstationary gravity waves are here inferred to
provide an accelerative zonal force which would give a tendency
for downwelling in the summer extratropics and upwelling in
winter. This small-scale, wave-driven component of the meri-
dional circulation would weakly oppose the mean meridional
circulation in winter, while enhancing it in summer.
Using a linear ray-tracing model with a saturation condition
applied wherever wave amplitudes exceed convective instability
limits, the transition from this accelerative force in the strato-
sphere to the decelerative gravity wave force known to exist in
the mesosphere (Figure 2) is viewed as a gradual increase in the
vertical distance between wave breaking and critical levels as a
function of altitude coupled to critical level filtering effects on
the spectrum. The breaking level evolution with height can be
seen in Figure 8a. The differences in the zonal mean shear in the
northern and southern summertime hemispheres (Figure 3) lead
naturally to a prediction of somewhat larger gravity wave forces
in the southern summer stratosphere (Figures 4 and 6) and,
correspondingly, slightly larger downward mass fluxes (Table 1)
and higher temperatures in the lower stratosphere. The seasonal
differences in Table 1 arise with no differences in the gravity
wave momentum flux at the source level. The lower strato-
spheric summer temperatures reported by Rosenlof [1996] sug-
gest an even larger summertime asymmetry, which could imply
either larger gravity wave momentum fluxes in southern summer
than in the north or distinct differences in the shape or anisotropy
of the momentum flux spectrum between the hemispheres.
The stratospheric forcing is very sensitive to the amplitudes of
the waves at the source, which are directly related to the breaking
levels of the waves. Much larger amplitude waves (with lower
efficiency factors) can produce very similar mesospheric drag to
that shown in Figure 2 while simultaneously completely revers-
ing the sign of the gravity wave forcing in the stratosphere
(Figure 5).
The conclusion that the forcing in the summer stratosphere
must be accelerative thus imposes limits on gravity wave ampli-
tudes at the source level, vertical velocities all < 2 m s-1 at 6 km
for a wide range of different source spectrum shapes. (Note that
mean amplitudes are 0.5-0.9 m s-I). The magnitude of the
forcing in the mesosphere further places limits on the total
momentum flux the gravity waves carry at the source level in
this model. These two limits provide rather powerful constraints
on the stratospheric forcing magnitude generated by the A96
model. The results do not provide any strong constraints on
gravity wave momentum fluxes at source levels in nature because
uncertainties in the spectral properties of the wave sources can
accommodate a wide range of zonal momentum fluxes.
Observations suggest that in the winter seasons, the gravity
wave forcing is only a small fraction (10-20%) of large-scale
wave forcing in the stratosphere. The small-scale forcing in
Figure 1 for the winter seasons appears quite noisy because of
the importance of the large-scale EP-flux divergence term there,
which has large uncertainty. Thus Figure 1 is not likely to pro-
vide any reliable constraints on the small-scale forcing in winter.
However, the model results in Figures 4 and 6 should provide
some estimate of the nonstationary component of the gravity
wave forcing in winter seasons. It, too, is predicted to be an
accelerative force at extratropical latitudes in the middle strato-
sphere. Stationary orographic waves can, however, penetrate to
much higher altitudes in the stratosphere in winter seasons
because of the lack of critical levels in the zonal mean wind, and
their decelerative effects might weaken considerably the strength
of the winter forcing in Figures 4 and 6 or even reverse its sign.
It is also worth noting that the nonstationary wave forcing
above the tropospheric jets in Figures 4 and 6 is decelerative and
so will work in concert with any stationary wave drag at these
levels. Thus global circulation models which have tuned their
topographic wave drag to decelerate the tropospheric jets may
need to tune down the strength of that drag if nonstationary wave
effects are subsequently included.
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